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Thermo-Kitty Cafe™

video available

Item # Color Size Wattage Case Pack
2005 slate gray 32-oz. 12 w. 6
2010 blue 96-oz. 25 w. 6
2020 granite 1.5-gal. 25 w. 6
2030 stainless 102-oz. 25 w. 6

Thermal-Bowl™

The Thermal-Bowl™ makes water available for pets in even the most extreme cold 
temperatures. Thermostatically-controlled, the Thermal-Bowl™ is the answer to 
freezing water bowls. Just plug it in and your pet’s water will remain open all winter.  
All electronics are safely sealed inside and the cord is steel wrapped to prevent 
abrasion. These bowls use anywhere between 12 and 25 watts depending on the 
size, making them all good choices for low energy consumption. Indoor or outdoor 
use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

3  |

Thermal-Bowl™ 102-oz. Stainless Steel - (pictured above & below)

Food & Water Bowls

No more frozen food and water! Outdoor cats can now enjoy fresh wet food and 
drinking water, even in sub-freezing temperatures. The Thermo-Kitty Cafe™ comes 
with both a 12 oz. and a 24 oz. stainless steel bowl which are easy to remove and 
dishwasher safe. Both sides of the unit can be used for food, water or one of each. 
MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Item # Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2093 (1)12-oz. (1)24-oz. 8.5”d x 14”w x 3”h 30 w. 6
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K&H Pet Products has promotional videos available for many of 
our innovative products. Keep an eye out for this icon throughout 
our catalog and visit www.youtube.com/KHPETPRODUCTS to 
watch, or contact your sales representative for more information.

video available
WATCH OUR PRODUCT VIDEOS !
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K&H CleanFlow™ Replacement Filters

K&H CleanFlow™ Replacement Filter Cartridges (3-Pack)
Item # Size Dimensions Case Pack
2521 sm (3-pack) fits small & cat CleanFlow™ 12
2522 med (3-pack) fits medium CleanFlow™ 12
2523 lge (3-pack) fits large CleanFlow™ 12

PATENT PENDING

K&H CleanFlow™ Water Filtration System
Item # Size Dimensions Case Pack
2500 cat 80-oz. 6

K&H CleanFlow™ Filtered Water Bowl

Our silent, leak proof design won’t splash on floors and carpet! It filters a 
bowl up to 130 times per hour through charcoal that helps remove impurities.  
Keeping water fresh with the K&H CleanFlow™ Water Filter invites more water 
consumption to help keep pets healthy. Easy cleaning and dishwasher safe. Two 
year limited warranty.

K&H CleanFlow™ Water Filtration System with Reservoir
Item # Size Dimensions Case Pack
2510 sm/teacup 80-oz. + 90-oz. res. (1.3-gal.) 6
2515 cat 80-oz. + 90-oz. res. (1.3-gal.) 6
2520 med 1.4-gal. + 1-gal. res. 6
2530 lge 2-gal. + 1.5-gal. res. 6

5  |3  |4  | 5  || Food & Water Bowls

Item # Color Size Case Pack
2540 sky blue 32-oz. 6
2550 blue 96-oz. 6

The Coolin’ Bowl™ is the ultimate in refreshing, cool water. Activate cooling 
crystals by filling the interior with water before first use. Next, simply freeze this 
bowl overnight in the freezer and pets can enjoy up to 15 hours of cooled water. 
Perfect for working pet parents, beach trips, camping, traveling, etc. One year 
limited warranty. 

Coolin’ Bowl™

Deluxe Lectro-Soft™ - (page 6)

Outdoor Heated - Dog

Free super-soft 
removable cover 

included.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1000 black sm 12.5” x 18.5” 40 w. 6
1010 black med 16.5” x 22.5” 60 w. 6
1020 black lge 22.5” x 28.5” 80 w. 6

Breeders, pet owners, and vets have been using Lectro-Kennels® to warm pets for 
more than 40 years. Now more comfortable and durable than ever! Rugged ABS 
plastic with a steel-wrapped cord. Lies flat on the doghouse floor or attached to the 
wall. Dual thermostats monitor warmth to complement the body temperature range 
of your pet. Comes with a free removable, washable fleece cover. Indoor or outdoor 
use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Original Lectro-Kennel®

  

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1009 gray sm 12.5” x 18.5” 40 w. 6
1019 gray med 16.5” x 22.5” 60 w. 6
1029 gray lge 22.5” x 28.5” 80 w. 6

For absolute control, our Deluxe Lectro-Kennel® is the perfect choice. Whether for 
whelping of puppies, post surgery veterinary care, or just wanting that added control 
of temperature, Deluxe Lectro-Kennel® is the professional’s choice. A unique built-in 
sensor and thermostat allow the pad’s temperature to be easily adjusted. The easy to 
read digital readout and simple push button design makes this product the only one of 
its kind. It comes with a free washable cover. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Deluxe Lectro-Kennel®

Free super-soft 
removable cover 
included

Adjustable digital 
temperature control
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Item #                                                                         Case Pack
1400                                                                         6

Lectro-Temp Control™
The K&H Lectro-Temp Control™ allows pet owners to reduce the degree of warmth 
for their Lectro-Kennels® and Igloo-Style Heated Pads. It is recommended whenever 
Lectro-Kennel® pads are used for whelping, puppies, elderly, or recovering pets. 
UL listed. One year limited warranty.

Lectro-Soft™ Replacement Covers

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1071 fleece sm 14” x 18” 6
1081 fleece med 19” x 24” 6
1091 fleece lge 25” x 36” 6

Super-soft, machine washable replacement cover for Lectro-Soft™ Heated Beds.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1030 black sm 11.5” x 18” 40 w. 6
1040 black med 14.5” x 24” 60 w. 6
1050 black lge 17.5” x 30” 80 w. 6

Round, or dome shaped dog houses have been a best seller for years and the Igloo-
Style Heated Pad™ is the answer to provide warmth for animals using these homes.  
Its half-round shape fits easily through the door of the home and allows for the pet 
to stay on or off the heated surface. Provides reliable, affordable comfort. Indoor or 
outdoor use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Free super-soft 
removable cover 

included.

Lectro-Kennel® Igloo-Style Heated Pad

PATENTED PATENTED

6  | | Outdoor Heated Dog Products 7  || Outdoor Heated Dog Products

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1079 chocolate sm 19.5” x 23” 20 w. 6
1089 chocolate med 26.5” x 30.5” 40 w. 6
1099 chocolate lge 34.5” x 44.5” 60 w. 3

We’ve added an additional level of comfort to our original Lectro-Soft™ Heated 
Bed. This “Deluxe” version has a plump, cushy bolster that fits around the Lectro-
Soft™ for added comfort. The MET listed, patented, bed is removable and can 
be used in any shelter. The internal thermostats keep the bed at just the right pet-
pleasing temperature. One year limited warranty.

Deluxe Lectro-Soft™

Free super-soft 
removable cover 

included.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1070 brown sm 14” x 18” 20 w. 6
1080 brown med 19” x 24” 40 w. 6
1090 brown lge 25” x 36” 60 w. 6

The first soft, outdoor heated bed on the market! Extremely low wattage. 
Perfect for the doghouse, basement, garage, barn, shed, porch or any outdoor 
shelter. This soft, orthopedic bed provides comfortable warmth even in sub-zero 
weather. Soft PVC protects from water. Indoor or outdoor use. MET listed. One 
year limited warranty.

Lectro-Soft™ Outdoor Heated Bed

Free super-soft 
removable cover 

included.

PATENTED

PATENTED

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1033 brown sm 11.5” x 18” 20 w. 6
1043 brown med 14.5” x 24” 40 w. 6
1053 brown lge 17.5” x 30” 60 w. 6Free super-soft 

removable cover 
included.

The first, soft, outdoor igloo-style heated bed on the market! Dome shaped dog 
houses have been best sellers for years and our soft, orthopedic bed provides warmth 
for the animals using these homes. Its half round shape fits easily through the door 
of the home and allows for the pet to stay on or off the heated surface. Provides soft, 
comfortable warmth even in sub-zero weather! Super-soft PVC exterior ensures the 
bed doesn’t absorb water and stay wet like a fabric bed would. Provides reliable, soft, 
affordable comfort. Indoor and outdoor use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Lectro-Soft™ Igloo-Style Heated Bed

Deluxe Igloo-Style Heated Pad Cover
Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1035 gray fleece sm 11.5” x 18” 6
1045 gray fleece med 14.5 “ x 24” 6
1055 gray fleece lge 17.5” x 30” 6

Deluxe Lectro-Cover™
Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1305 gray fleece lge 22.5” x 28.5” 6
1135 gray fleece sm, kitty 12.5” x 18.5” 6

Deluxe Heated Pad Covers

A soft, gray 100% polyester Berber and washable K&H Deluxe Cover is available 
to fit our Lectro-Kennels®, Deluxe Lectro-Kennels® and both Igloo-Style Heated Beds. 
Our Deluxe Heated Pad Covers offer added comfort to our outdoor heated pads. The 
pillow case design ensures a secure fit and features a zipper closure for easy removal. 
Its soft weave allows the warmth to radiate through it safely. The Lectro-Cover™ is an 
excellent add-on sales item for Lectro-Kennel® owners. One year limited warranty.

great for
Original Lectro-Kennel®
Igloo-Style Heated Pad
& Lectro-Soft™ Igloo-

Style Pad
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(Optional) 
Deluxe Cover

Free super-soft 
removable cover 

included.

NEW COLOR! Thermo Outdoor Kitty House Extra-Wide™ - (page 9)

Keep your outdoor kitties safe and warm with the Extreme Weather Kitty Pad™ Petite heated 
cat pad. It features internal thermostats that heat to a cat’s natural body temperature of 
102°F when in use, even in the coldest of climates. For safety and durability, it comes with 
ABS plastic build, and a protected power cord. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Extreme Weather Kitty Pad™ - Petite

Extreme Weather Kitty Pad - Petite™
Item # Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3060 9” x 12” 25 w. 6

Small Animal Deluxe Heated Pad Cover
Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
1065 gray fleece 9” x 12” 6

(Optional) 
Deluxe Cover

Extreme Weather Kitty Pad™
Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3093 black sm 12.5” x 18.5” 40 w. 6

Extreme Weather Kitty Pad™ Deluxe Cover
Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1135 gray fleece sm, kitty 12.5” x 18.5” 6

The Extreme Weather Kitty Pad™ is an essential source of warmth for any cat that 
spends time outdoors. Its internal thermostat keeps the surface nice and warm 
even in the coldest of temperatures. Place in a shed, garage, barn, or any outdoor 
shelter where your kitties spend time. It’s made of rugged ABS plastic and a free 
fleece cover is included. Recommended for indoor and outdoor use. MET listed. 
One year limited warranty.

Extreme Weather Kitty Pad™ (& Optional Deluxe Cover)

20 18

NEW 
RED COLOR
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Outdoor Heated -  Cat
9  || Outdoor Heated Cat Products

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
5121 tan 21”d x 14”w x 13”h 25 w. 6
5122 gray 21”d x 14”w x 13”h 25 w. 6

Simple. Heated. Safe. Energy efficient. The Thermo Mod Kitty Shelter™ is a 
simple zip together design. The rigid exterior will hold up to any use. The extreme 
weather design keeps outdoor cats warm down to the lowest temperatures mother 
nature can throw at it. Half the floor is heated by a K&H Small Animal Heated 
Pad™ so the cat can choose to be on or off the warmth. Use in a barn, shed, 
porch, garage, under a deck or anywhere extreme temperatures exist. Includes a 
removable door flap. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo Mod Kitty Shelter™

Item # Style Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3990 unheated olive 22”d x 19”w x 17”h n/a 6
3993 heated olive 22”d x 19”w x 17”h 20 w. 6
3994 heated barn red/blk 22”d x 19”w x 17”h 20 w. 6
3995 unheated barn red/blk 22”d x 19”w x 17”h n/a 6
3996 heated gray/blk 22”d x 19”w x 17”h 20 w. 6
3997 unheated gray/blk 22”d x 19”w x 17”h n/a 6

This outdoor heated house is made of heavy denier polyester with a vinyl 
backing that makes it water-resistant. Includes a removable patented heated 
pad. The roof hangs over the 2 exits to keep cats warm, safe and dry. Works 
well for porches, barns or other outdoor shelters. Easy to assemble with hook 
and loop walls and a zippered roof. Ships flat. Also available in an unheated 
version. Recommended for indoor and outdoor use. Includes two removable 
door flaps. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo Outdoor Kitty House™ - (Heated & Unheated)

This house has all the great features of our original Thermo Outdoor Kitty 
House™. Includes a removable patented heated pad that partially heats the 
floor so that cats can choose to be on or off the warmth. This extra-wide 
house is the perfect shelter for multiple cats and works well for porches, barns 
or other outdoor shelters. Easy to assemble with hook and loop walls and a 
zippered roof. Ships flat. Also available in an unheated version. Includes two 
removable door flaps. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo Outdoor Kitty House Extra-Wide™ - (Heated & Unheated)

PATENTED

PATENTED

Item # Style Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3971 unheated olive/black 21.5”d x 26.5”w x 15.5”h n/a 6
3972 unheated barn red/black 21.5”d x 26.5”w x 15.5”h n/a 6
3973 heated olive/black 21.5”d x 26.5”w x 15.5”h 20 w. 4
3974 heated barn red/black 21.5”d x 26.5”w x 15.5”h 20 w. 4

20 18

NEW 
RED COLOR!
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Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
4042 chocolate/leopard 20” x 25” 4 w. 6

This comfy bed offers pets privacy and a secure place to cuddle up. Hood can be 
removed and converted to a lounge sleeper. The 4-watt heater has dual thermostats 
that provide the perfect amount of pet-pleasing warmth while offering you the safety 
and efficiency of a low wattage heater. The heater is removable for washing. The 
pillow inside is made from microfleece while the outside bolster and hood are made 
from attractive and durable polyester. This bed is filled with premium polyfil made 
from recycled plastic bottles. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Hooded Lounger Bed®

NEW! Thermo-Pet Cot™- (page 12)

11  |10  |

Item # Style Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3991 unheated chocolate 20.5”d x 35”w x 20”h n/a 6
3992 heated chocolate 20.5”d x 35”w x 20”h 40 w. 6

This large, multi-cat kitty house is the perfect shelter for any outdoor cat. The 
water-resistant fabric and unique overhang roof design helps keep cats warm 
and dry. This comforting shelter is large enough for up to 5 kitties at a time. 
Includes and accommodates a removable patented heated floor. Available in 
heated and unheated. We can’t think of anything more comforting to an outdoor 
cat...a place to call home. Includes two removable door flaps. MET listed. One 
year limited warranty.

Thermo Outdoor Multi-Kitty A-Frame™ - (Heated & Unheated)

PATENTED

Item # Style Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3880 heated gray/black 18”d x 14”w x 14”h 20 w. 6

This kitty-pleasing indoor/outdoor home comes with a super-cushioned, 
weatherproof, thermostatically-controlled patented heated floor. It’s purrrfect for 
a single kitty desiring more warmth. The unique A-frame design is sure to keep 
the cold and wind away while providing that much needed energy efficient 
warmth. Simple to fold up and store away when not in use. Uses only 20 watts. 
No tools necessary. Includes two removable door flaps. MET listed. One year 
limited warranty.

Thermo A-Frame™

PATENTED

Using real birch, the Thermo Birchwood Manor Kitty Home™ incorporates true 
genius into the sturdy construction of this outdoor/indoor home. It assembles 
in just minutes and includes two doors (emergency exits), and two door flaps. 
The heated version comes with a removable, partial heated floor using a 
K&H Small Animal Heated Pad™ so the cat can choose to be on or off the 
warmth. Provides ultimate cool weather comfort. The unheated kitty home 
comes with an Amazin’ Kitty Pad™ for plush comfort. The UV resistant coating 
will keep this house looking beautiful even in harsh weather conditions. Perfect 
for every cat, outdoor or indoor. Paintable, customizable, affordable and fun 
to decorate! MET listed. Two year limited warranty.

Thermo Birchwood Manor Kitty Home™ - (Heated & Unheated)

Item # Style Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
9600 heated natural wood 18”d x 16”w x 15”h 25 w. 6
9601 unheated natural wood 18”d x 16”w x 15”h n/a 6with paint or 

stickers
(not included)

Can be 
customized 

with paint or 
stickers!
(Not Included)

Can be 
customized 

with paint or 
stickers!
(Not Included)

Large  

 enough to f
it 

 5 kitties !

Perfect 
 fora single 

kitty !

Indoor Heated - Pet

20 18
NEW
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1800 gray sm 17” x 20” 30 w. 3
1810 gray med 20” x 26” 40 w. 3

The ultimate in heating and cooling comfort. The Thermo-Water Bolster Bed™ utilizes 
a warm water-filled mattress incorporating a plush bolster for what we believe is the 
most versatile, comfortable pet bed ever made. The feel of sleeping on soft, warm 
water is ultra-pleasing. When summer comes, simply remove the heater to create a 
wonderful cooling bed for those hot days. The small uses 30 watts and the medium 
uses 40 watts. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Water Bolster Bed™

Summer Use!
 Remove 

Heater FOR

20 18
NEW

video available
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Item # Size Dimensions Color Wattage Case Pack
3295 1 pack 20” x 15” gray 4 w. 6

The Amazin’ Thermo Kitty Pad™ is 100% polyester that attracts kitties like bears to 
honey. It helps trap kitty dander and hair like nothing else. The gray color looks great 
in any home. Includes a small K&H Pet Bed Warmer. Cats love the Amazin’ Thermo-
Kitty Pad™ so much that this will become a favorite place in the house to rest. One 
year limited warranty on the K&H Pet Bed Warmer only.

| Self-Warming Pet Products 13  |12  || Indoor Heated Pet Products 13  || Indoor Heated Pet Products

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3291 chocolate 12.5” x 25” 6 w. 6
3293 sage 12.5” x 25” 6 w. 6
3299 asst. 12.5” x 25” 6 w. 6

An affordable heated sleeping mat with a dual-thermostat heater buried beneath 
soft foam. The surface of the bed remains 12 to15 degrees above ambient air 
temperature, and when in use heats to complement the body temperature range 
of your cat. The cover is removable for washing. Indoor use only. MET listed. One 
year limited warranty.

The Thermo-Pet Cot™ combines the best of both worlds – comfy pet cot and pet bed warmer 
making it perfect for all seasons! The pillow top cover accommodates a removable heater on 
a sturdy pet cot frame. Easy to assemble, no tools required. The small has a 4 watt heater and 
the medium has a 13 watt heater which can be removed and stored in the off-season. Polyester 
cover is machine washable. Available in two sizes. MET listed. One year limited warranty. 

Item # Color Size Dimensions Watts Case Pack
1805 plaid sm/toy/cat 17”d x 22”w x 7”h 4 w. 6
1815 plaid med 25”d x 32”w x 7”h 13 w. 6

Thermo-Pet Cot™

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
4930 bomber chocolate 14” x 18” 4 w. 6
4932 bomber gray 14” x 18” 4 w. 6

Pets will love to cozy up in the Thermo-Snuggle Cup™ by K&H. Its soft fleece and 
walls will surround any pet with snuggle comfort and security. Great for animals 
who love to nest while they sleep. Removable 4 watt heater adds warmth to take the 
chill off on cold days. Energy efficient 4 watt heater included. Machine washable. 
MET listed. One year limited warranty.  

Thermo-Snuggle Cup™

Our Thermo-Mod Dream Pod™ zips together to make one of the most unique cat 
beds on the market. Its large size accommodates any size cat and the privacy it 
provides will become a favorite spot to hang out or play. The large opening makes 
entry and exit a breeze. Includes a comfortable polyfil pillow. Simple, low wattage, 
gentle warmth, and ultimate comfort guarantees this be to be a home run with any 
cat. Includes a K&H Pet Bed Warmer. Simply slip the heater out of the cushion for 
washing. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Mod Dream Pod™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
5381 tan/black one size 22” 4 w. 6
5382 green/black one size 22” 4 w. 6

20 18
NEW
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
4013 fleece med 17” x 27” 6 w. 5
4023 fleece lge 27” x 37” 6 w. 3
4033 fleece xlg 33” x 43” 13 w. 3

This bed is made for all sizes of dogs. Dual orthopedic foam layers surround our popular 
Pet Bed Warmer creating a warm, comfortable place for dogs to lay or sleep. Unique dual 
thermostats maintain an even surface temperature of 12-15 degrees above ambient air 
temperature to complement the body temperature range of your pet. The heater is removable 
for washing. Recommended for indoor use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Ortho Bed®

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
4081 chocolate 14” x 28” 6 w. 6
4083 sage 14” x 28” 6 w. 6
4089 asst. 14” x 28” 6 w. 6

The ultimate in affordable, portable pet comfort for any small dog. Its convenient size fits 
almost anywhere, providing dual thermostatically-controlled heat to complement the body 
temperature range of your pet. Removable, washable covers. Recommended for year-round 
indoor use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Pet Mat™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1913 sage med 26” x 20” 6 w. 3
1923 sage lge 31” x 24” 6 w. 3

Your pet will be safe and warm with the Thermo-Snuggly Sleeper™. Dual thermostats 
provide the perfect amount of pet-pleasing warmth and the low wattage heater is safe 
and efficient. Unique design makes the entire cover washable. Recommended for indoor 
use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Snuggly Sleeper™

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
4061 mocha 14” x 23” 4 w. 4

We’ve taken heated comfort to new levels with the Thermo-Pet Cuddle Cushion™. With 
walls on 3 sides, this bed gives the ultimate in warmth while giving a safe, secure feeling 
of a walled bed. The lowered front provides unobstructed access for even the tiniest of 
pets. A super-soft removable cushion is easily washable and can be used with or without 
the heating system. Recommended for indoor use. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Pet Cuddle Cushion™

20 18
NEW

video available

Amazin’ Thermo-Kitty Pad™

Thermo-Kitty Mat™
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Item # Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3104 sm 8.5” x 9” 4 w. 12
3100 med 5.5” x 20” 6 w. 12
3103 lge 11” x 23.75” 13 w. 12
3102 xlg 15.75” x 25.5” 22 w. 12

Our Pet Bed Warmer utilizes dual thermostats for added comfort. It can be placed 
inside virtually any pet bed and is easy to use. It is designed to warm only when 
inside of a pet’s bed. The Pet Bed Warmer is intended for indoor use only. MET 
listed. One year limited warranty.

Pet Bed Warmer

Soft, squishy, warm and comfy, our Microwavable Pet Bed Warmer is the only one 
of its kind. It’s simple to use. Just minutes in the microwave is all it takes. The non-
toxic warmer is safe and stays warm for up to 12 hours inside a pet’s bed. Simply 
microwave as needed to provide your pet warmth. Hand wash with soap and water. 
Recommended for indoor use. One year limited warranty.

Microwavable Pet Bed Warmer

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3111 blue 9” x 9” 12

14  | 15  |

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3891 tan/leopard 12” x 17” 4 w. 6
3892 tan/leopard 12” x 17” n/a 6

This sturdy Thermo-Kitty Sleephouse™ is made with microsuede and soft fleece. This 
heated Sleephouse has hard plastic walls that stand the test of time. Kitties can sleep 
inside or rest on top. Zips apart and lays flat for shipping and storage. Comes in 
heated and an unheated version. Indoor use only. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Kitty Sleephouse™ - (Heated & Unheated)

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3601 mocha 18” dia. 4 w. 6
3606 blue 18” dia. 4 w. 6
3631 mocha 16” x 22” 7 w. 6
3635 blue 16” x 22” 7 w. 6

Some cool cats are just too hip for a regular bed. That’s why we’ve introduced the 
Thermo-Kitty Fashion Splash™! Now available in two sizes, the new 16” x 22” 
larger size can accommodate 2 kitties! With our incredibly energy efficient heaters, 
these beds are sure to please. They’re the hottest thing going! These beds have an 
orthopedic foam base surrounded by an overstuffed polyfil bolster and are machine 
washable. MET listed. One year limited warranty.  

Thermo-Kitty Fashion Splash™

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3701 chocolate 16” dia. 4 w. 6
3703 sage 16” dia. 4 w. 6

The affordable choice for every cat. Similar to our Thermo-Kitty Bed™, this plush 
cuddle up bed incorporates our super energy efficient 4-watt heater into the low 
wall, affordable design. With all the amenities of our best-selling Thermo-Kitty 
Bed™, this one is sure to please even the most demanding of pets. Washable cover 
and orthopedic foam base. Indoor use only. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3195 tan/leopard sm 16” dia. 4 w. 6
3196 chocolate/leopard sm 16” dia. 4 w. 6
3197 tan/leopard lge 20” dia. 4 w. 6
3198 chocolate/leopard lge 20” dia. 4 w. 6

A dual-thermostat, 4-watt heating unit is buried within this thick premium polyfil 
pillow base. It warms the surface 10-15 degrees above ambient air temperature 
when not in use. When your pet lies in the bed it warms to your pet’s normal body 
temperature to keep them cozy warm. The washable cover is attractive in any room 
of the house. Indoor use only. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Kitty Bed Deluxe Hooded ®

Thermo-Kitty Bed®

Thermo-Kitty Cuddle Up™

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3898 chocolate 20” dia. 4 w. 6

The Thermo-Kitty Dome Bed ® is sure to please any cat as it assures privacy, warmth 
and comfort. The zip-away hood allows for conversion into a traditional bed in 
seconds. The energy-efficient 4-watt thermostatically controlled heater is removable 
to make this a year-round bed. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Kitty Dome Bed®

Item # Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3191 chocolate sm 16” dia. 4 w. 6
3192 chocolate lge 20” dia. 4 w. 6
3193 sage sm 16” dia. 4 w. 6
3194 sage lge 20” dia. 4 w. 6

The Thermo-Kitty Bed® comes with a one-piece pillow. The fleece comes over the 
top for an appealing look. Cover slips off for machine washing. A dual-thermostat 
4-watt heating unit is buried deep within its thick, super-soft polyfil base. It warms 
the surface 10-15 degrees above ambient air temperature, and when in use, heats 
to complement the body temperature range of your cat. Indoor use only. MET listed.  
One year limited warranty.
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Self-Warming Bolster Bed™ - (pictured above & below)

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
3161 mocha/green sm 16” x 20” 6
3162 gray/blue sm 16” x 20” 6
3163 sage/tan sm 16” x 20” 6
3164 brown squares med 24” x 30” 6
3165 black squares med 24” x 30” 6
3166 brown squares lge 32” x 40” 6
3167 black squares lge 32” x 40” 6

Perfect for any time of the year. The outside of the bed is polyester and the inside is 
lined in soft microfleece. The pillow has a layer of metalized insulation and radiates 
warmth generated from the pet’s own body heat. A cozy lounge bed that every pet 
will love. Completely machine washable. Filled with premium polyfil made from recycled 
plastic bottles. The bottom of the bed has a layer of “stay-put” non-slip fabric for stability.  
Medium & large feature removable liner for easy wash and care. One year warranty.

Self-Warming Lounge Sleeper™

video available

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
4212 chocolate/tan 14” x 17” 6
4214 gray/black 14” x 17” 6

This microfleece bed has both the comfort of a bolster and a soft tufted polyfil 
cushion. The cozy sleeping area has a layer of metalized insulation that radiates 
warmth generated from the pets own body heat. Completely machine washable. 
One year limited warranty.

Self-Warming Bolster Bed™
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Self-Warming Pe t

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7991 oatmeal/chocolate 21” x 17” 12
7992 gray/black 21” x 17” 12

Unique materials of this mat utilize and absorb the kitty’s own body heat, ensuring a 
nice warm, cozy place for napping. It’s the perfect size to place on a chair, bed, or on 
a piece of cat furniture. It’s simple to use, simple to clean, and very affordable. Double-
sided with the option to flip over for the desired color on top. Great for small dogs and 
cats. One year limited warranty.

Self-Warming Pet Pad™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3494 leopard 15” x 18” 6

This playful sack is a toy and a bed. Cats can play hide and seek or snuggle inside the 
self-warming sack for a well-deserved nap. Plush fabric and machine washable. One year 
limited warranty.

Self-Warming Kitty Sack™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
2995 chocolate/tan 16” dia. 6
2996 blue/gray 16” dia. 6
2997 chocolate/tan 20” dia. 6
2998 blue/gray 20” dia. 6

This removable hooded bed offers pets privacy and a secure place to cuddle up. The soft 
polyfil cushion has a layer of metalized insulation that radiates warmth generated from the 
pets own body heat. The zipper around the bottom of the bed makes the cover removable 
and machine washable. One year limited warranty.

Self-Warming Kitty Bed Hooded™

Item # Color Size     Dimensions Case Pack
4304 tan/brown squares sm      18” dia. 4
4305 gray/black squares sm      18” dia. 4

This bed was designed for the enjoyment of a cat or a dog. High foam walls create the 
security pets love. Soft polyfil cushion is like sleeping on a cloud! Self-warming sleeping 
surface radiates the heat produced by your pet and radiates the warmth back to your pet, 
keeping them warm on those cooler days. Designed for the pet that likes to curl up in a 
ball and enjoy a deep slumber. One year limited warranty.

Self-Warming Round Comfy Sleeper™

This bed provides extra warmth without electricity. The special insulation inside the bed 
captures your pet’s heat and radiates the warmth back to your pet. Great for cats and 
small dogs that demand a warm spot. Generously filled with recycled polyfil. One year 
limited warranty.

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3611 brown leopard 19” round 6

Self-Warming Nuzzle Nest™
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K&H Logo Single-Seam Bed™
Item # Style Color Dimensions Case Pack
7262 genuine logo blue/gray 35” x 44” 6
7263 premium logo green/blue 35” x 44” 6

K&H Logo Classic Bed™
Item # Style Color Dimensions Case Pack
7201 genuine logo brown/blue 28” x 38” 6
7202 original logo gray/blue 28” x 38” 6

Vintage line

GENUINE LOGO ORIGINAL LOGOPREMIUM LOGO

K&H Kitty Bunkhouse™ - (page 24)

| Traditional Pet Products 19  |

Rugged beauty, perfect color combinations, and distressed vintage logos make this line the ultimate in affordable bedding. 
Made to look fabulous in any home, the vintage line makes for a perfect offering. It’s a category in itself. Each style comes 
in several sizes and the canvas duck covers will last wash after wash. One year limited warranty.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7034 chocolate sm 18” x 26” x 3.5” 6
7035 green sm 18” x 26” x 3.5” 6
7044 chocolate med 28“ x 36” x 3.5” 6
7045 green med 28“ x 36” x 3.5” 6
7054 chocolate lge 36” x 48” x 3.5” 6
7055 green lge 36” x 48” x 3.5” 6

Removable channeled polyfil core stays in place to keep pets comfortable. Removable 
cover is treated with a UV coating, withstanding up to 500 hours of direct sunlight.  
Water-resistant finish will wick water and keep pet dry. One year limited warranty.

K&H Just Relaxin’™ Indoor-Outdoor Pet Bed

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7037 chocolate sm 18” x 26” x 2.5” 6
7038 green sm 18” x 26” x 2.5” 6
7047 chocolate med 28“ x 36” x 2.5” 3
7048 green med 28“ x 36” x 2.5” 3
7057 chocolate lge 36” x 48” x 2.5” 3
7058 green lge 36” x 48” x 2.5” 3

The Comfy n’ Dry™ Indoor-Outdoor Pet Bed will keep your pet off wet surfaces. The 
removable core of the Comfy n’ Dry™ is 100% recyclable, does not absorb water 
and dries quickly. The cover is made from mesh and outdoor fabric that is UV coated 
and water-resistant. The open design of this bed is ideal for air circulation. One year 
limited warranty.

Comfy n’ Dry™ Indoor-Outdoor Pet Bed

Chocolate bed with 
light blue printed logo 

Green bed with 
dark blue printed logo

Chocolate bed with 
light blue printed logo 

Green bed with 
dark blue printed logo 

video available

video available

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7071 chocolate med 27” x 36” x 3” 6
7072 navy blue med 27” x 36” x 3” 6
7081 chocolate lge 36“ x 48” x 4” 3
7082 navy blue lge 36“ x 48” x 4” 3

This extra durable 1260 denier polyester fabric makes this the “go to bed” for 
puppies, chewers or diggers. The liner inside the bed is channeled to keep the polyfil 
stuffing in place. The bottom of the bed closes with hidden hook/loop fasteners so 
there are no zippers attracting curious chewers. Extra tough, extra comfortable.  
One year limited warranty.

K-9 Ruff n’ Tuff™ Indoor-Outdoor Pet Bed

Navy blue bed 
with light gray-blue 
printed logo 

Chocolate bed 
with light gray-blue 
printed logo 
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
4701 brown sm 20” 3
4702 gray sm 20” 3
4711 brown med 30” 3
4712 gray med 30” 3
4721 brown lge 40” 3
4722 gray lge 40” 3
4731 brown xlg 50” 3
4732 gray xlg 50” 3

Superior comfort with the added security of a bolster. This bed sits on top 
of 3” of medical grade orthopedic foam, while the bolster is filled with 
premium polyfil made from recycled plastic bottles. The bed is made from 
soft, upholstery grade velvet and the sleeping surface is covered with super-
soft microfleece. This bed is luxury from top to bottom. The cover is removable 
for easy machine wash and care. One year limited warranty.

Ortho Bolster Sleeper™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
4416 green paw med 30” 3
4417 eggplant paw med 30” 3
4426 green paw lge 40” 3
4427 eggplant paw lge 40” 3
4436 green paw xlg 50” 3
4437 eggplant paw xlg 50” 3

This bed is a deluxe version of our popular Ortho Bolster Sleeper™. Made with 
soft, velvety, printed microsuede. The sleeping surface is covered with ultra soft 
quilted fleece on top of 3” of orthopedic foam. Adding the ever popular bolster 
makes this bed a no-brainer. One year limited warranty.

Deluxe Ortho Bolster Sleeper™
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
4257 bomber brown med 24”d x 33”w x 8.5”h 3
4258 bomber gray med 24”d x 33”w x 8.5”h 3
4267 bomber brown lge 30”d x 41”w x 9”h 3
4268 bomber gray lge 30”d x 41”w x 9”h 3

This cozy sofa offers the ultimate in luxury and comfort. Stylish faux distressed 
leather, a memory foam base, and quilted sleep surface provide a most 
serene snoozing experience. The bolsters are generously filled for extreme 
comfort. Removable bolsters and base memory foam for easy machine wash 
care. One year limited warranty.

Memory Foam Cozy Sofa™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7402 gray sm 20” x 30” 6
7411 chocolate med 27” x 36” 6
7412 gray med 27” x 36” 6

The Tufted Pillow Top Beds are over-stuffed with plush recycled polyfil for long 
lasting comfort. The unique look of this bed is sure to become a best seller. With 
contrasting piping on the edges, these beds will look perfect with any upscale 
décor. One year limited warranty.

Tufted Pillow Top Bed™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
4141 chocolate sm 18” x 26” 3
4142 gray sm 18” x 26” 3
4143 sage sm 18” x 26” 3
4151 chocolate med 23” x 35” 3
4152 gray med 23” x 35” 3
4153 sage med 23” x 35” 3
4161 chocolate lge 29” x 45” 3
4162 gray lge 29” x 45” 3
4163 sage lge 29” x 45” 3

The benefits of a memory foam bed are well documented with human beds 
selling for thousands of dollars. The K&H Memory Sleeper™ is a beautiful, 
affordable way for all dogs to benefit from this technology. The attractive 
cover is removable for washing. The core is ingeniously designed for genuine 
memory foam comfort while affording ultimate support for any size dog. 
While wonderful for pets with bone, hip or joint problems, this bed is also 
the ultimate in comfort for ANY pet. Recommended for indoor use. One year 
limited warranty.

Memory Sleeper™

video available

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7311 mocha/tan sm 21” x 30” 6
7312 gray/blue sm 21” x 30” 6
7321 mocha/tan lge 28” x 40” 6
7322 gray/blue lge 28” x 40” 6

Our Bolster Couch is made from luxurious microsuede and the fill is made from 
recycled plastic bottles. The inside cushion is tufted to keep the premium polyfil in 
place. The bolster has a removable liner for easy machine wash and care. Great for 
pets that like to feel secure and surrounded by a bolster. One year limited warranty.

Bolster Couch™
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We’ve formulated the softest, squishiest, ultra-comfortable memory foam we’ve ever 
felt. We’re sure you’ll agree. Perfect for toy breed dogs and cats, this bed will be a 
sure hit with even the most finicky pets. The covers remove easily for washing. One 
year limited warranty.

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7600 tan print 20” x 25” 6
7605 gray 20” x 25” 6
7610 teal print 20” x 25” 6

This snuggle bed offers pets privacy and a secure place to cuddle up. Hood can be 
removed and converted to a lounge sleeper. Pillow is removable and has a zipper for 
easy machine washing. The pillow inside is made from microfleece while the outside 
bolster and hood are made from attractive and durable polyester. This bed is filled with 
premium polyfil made from recycled plastic bottles. One year limited warranty.

Hooded Lounge Sleeper™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7501 mocha sm 24” x 24” 3
7502 gray sm 24” x 24” 3
7511 mocha med 28” x 28” 3
7512 gray med 28” x 28” 3
7521 mocha lge 32” x 32” 3
7522 gray lge 32” x 32” 3

This bed is a must for the nest-loving pet. Our 12-inch thick, Berber Cuddle Cube lets 
your pet sink into luxury. Your pet will be surrounded by soft, warm and inviting Berber.  
Generously filled with premium polyfil made from recycled plastic bottles. Cover zips off 
for easy machine wash and care. Bottom of the bed has a layer of “stay-put”, non-slip 
fabric. One year limited warranty.

(1) Ultra-Memory Chaise Lounger™
Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7405 blue/fleece 22” x 14” 6
7406 green/fleece 22” x 14” 6
7407 red/fleece 22” x 14” 6

Ultra-Memory Line™

(2) Ultra-Memory Round Cuddle Nest™
Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7415 blue/fleece 19” diameter 6
7416 green/fleece 19” diameter 6
7417 red/fleece 19” diameter 6

(3) Ultra-Memory Oval Cuddle Nest™
Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7425 blue/fleece 19” x 13” 6
7426 green/fleece 19” x 13” 6
7427 red/fleece 19” x 13” 6

(3)

(1)

(2)video available
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
4771 classy tan sm 18” x 24” 6
4772 classy gray sm 18” x 24” 6
4781 classy tan med 24“ x 30” 3
4782 classy gray med 24“ x 30” 3
4791 classy tan lge 28” x 36” 3
4792 classy gray lge 28” x 36” 3

This comfortable pet bed is the best of both worlds. The base is made from orthopedic 
foam with a dreamy, polyester fluffy filled pillow top. The bolsters just add more comfort 
and chin support for the pets that like to hang their heads on an elevated spot. The bed 
has zippers for both the base and the bolsters so it can be broken down and machine 
washed. Binding on the bolsters adds a bit of class to this heavenly bed. One year 
limited warranty.

Pillow-Top Orthopedic Lounger™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
4804 chocolate/tan med 30” x 40” 3
4805 charcoal/gray med 30” x 40” 3
4814 chocolate/tan lge 40” x 50” 3
4815 charcoal/gray lge 40” x 50” 3

Ultimate comfort combined with superior support describes this bed. The base is 
made of 5” orthopedic medical grade foam. The top is quilted with super-soft fleece 
complemented with microsuede and 1.5” of baffled duck feathers in-between. The 
cover is removable and the 5” orthopedic foam zips out to make machine washing 
a breeze. One year limited warranty.

Feather-Top Ortho Bed™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
4601 mocha/pawbone sm 20” x 30” 6
4602 gray/pawbone sm 20” x 30” 6
4611 mocha/pawbone med 30” x 40” 6
4612 gray/pawbone med 30” x 40” 6
4621 mocha/pawbone lge 40” x 50” 3
4622 gray/pawbone lge 40” x 50” 3

Our Superior Orthopedic Bed™ is the ultimate in comfort. This bed contains 5” of 
comfort on medical grade orthopedic foam. The bed reverses from attractive polyester 
print to luxurious microfleece. A truly superior bed! Great for all pets that deserve that 
extra pampering. One year limited warranty.

Superior Orthopedic Bed™

Item # Color Size Case Pack
7800 tan chair 6
7801 chocolate chair 6
7810 tan loveseat 6
7811 chocolate loveseat 6
7820 tan couch 3
7821 chocolate couch 3

Protect your furniture with these beautifully baffled microsuede covers. Available in two 
neutral colors and three sizes that fit a chair, loveseat or sofa. Microsuede will capture 
loose hair and protect furniture from dirt. Fabric is made from 100% polyester so it can be 
easily machine washed. Pets will love to sleep on this cover. One year limited warranty.

Furniture Covers
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
5181 tan/black one size 22” diameter 6
5182 green/black one size 22” diameter 6
5183 gray/black one size 22” diameter 6

Our Mod Dream Pod™ zips together to make one of the most unique cat beds 
on the market. The large size accommodates any size cat and the privacy will 
be appreciated by all cats. The large opening makes entry and exit a breeze. 
Includes a comfortable polyfil pillow. One year limited warranty.

Mod Dream Pod™
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Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3895 tan 16” dia. 6
3896 tan 20” dia. 6

Our Kitty Dome Bed™ is purrrfect for any feline that loves privacy and comfort. The 
hood zips off in seconds to convert this into a traditional cup-style bed. Removable 
cover for easy machine wash care. One year limited warranty.

Kitty Dome Bed™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3347 leopard 14” x 16” 6

The Lazy Lounger™ is a comfy bolstered pet bed with 1.5” of orthopedic foam that 
is sure to please any kitty. The foam is removable for easy machine wash and care. 
Stylish leopard print. One year limited warranty.

Lazy Lounger™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3394 tan print 15” x 18” 6
3395 teal print 15” x 18” 6

This playful Crinkle Sack makes the noise of a paper bag that all kitties love! The 
inside is plush for comfort and the outside is poly/cotton for easy washing. Cats will 
play and be amused for hours in this favorite hiding place. One year limited warranty.

Kitty Crinkle Sack™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
3121 tan/mocha sm 16” diameter 6
9121 leopard/tan sm 16” diameter 6
3131 tan/mocha lge 20” diameter 6
9131 leopard/tan lge 20” diameter 6

This cozy bed is for pets that love to curl up in a ball and feel secure. The entire 
bed is made from soft, luxurious microfleece. Pillow is removable and reversible to a 
contrasting, complementary color. Completely machine washable for easy care. The 
plush polyfil base of the bed includes a layer of “stay-put”, non-slip fabric for stability 
on the bottom. One year limited warranty.

Lazy Cup™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3885 tan kitty print 12”d x 18”w x 12”h 6

This sturdy K&H Kitty Bunkhouse™ is the perfect hideout for cats. Its versatile design 
has a soft fleece covered top which can also be used as a comfortable sleeping 
spot. The Bunkhouse is large enough that it can accommodate multiple cats. It folds 
and lays flat for shipping and storage, is easy to assemble and no tools are needed 
for setup. Removable fleece covered top. One year limited warranty.

K&H Kitty Bunkhouse™

20 18
NEW

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
5206 gray 13” x 17” 6

We’ve taken the same great materials from all of our Amazin’ Kitty™ products and 
made this cat-pleasing hooded lounger. This affordable bed will be a huge hit with your 
furry family members. Unique, super-soft polyester fibers attract hair and dander and 
the hooded feature gives cats a feeling of safety and comfort for hours of cozy lounging.

Amazin’ Hooded Lounger™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
5204 gray 22” x 20” 6

The Amazin Kitty Sack™ incorporates the same affordable “cat attracting” materials 
as the Amazin’ Kitty Pads™. Its unique fibers attract hair and dander. The sack design 
gives cats the feeling of security they love and provides a warm, cozy place to sleep. 

Amazin’ Kitty Sack™
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The Indoor Pet House™ is an affordable, attractive way to give a small dog or cat the 
perfect comfy getaway. The plush, cozy padding on the inside of this house is sure to 
please the pickiest of pets. Simply zip it together and it’s ready for your pet’s use. For 
either a small dog or a cat, this cozy little house will quickly become your pet’s favorite 
spot. Easily unzips and stores away. One year limited warranty.

Indoor Pet House™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3633 red/tan 16”d x 15”w x 14”h 5
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Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7900 tan 14” x 22” 6
7901 mocha 14” x 22” 6
7902 gray  14” x 22” 6
7910 tan 20” x 25” 6
7911 mocha 20” x 25” 6
7912 gray 20” x 25” 6
7920 tan 21” x 31” 6
7921 mocha 21” x 31” 6
7922 gray 21” x 31” 6
7930 tan 25” x 37” 6
7931 mocha 25” x 37” 6
7932 gray 25” x 37” 6
7940 tan 32” x 48” 6
7941 mocha 32” x 48” 6
7942 gray 32” x 48” 6
7950 tan 37” x 54” 6
7951 mocha 37” x 54” 6
7952 gray 37” x 54” 6

Our Self-Warming Crate Pad™ captures a pet’s body heat and radiates the warmth 
back to the source. The four corners are slit to allow the pad to be adjustable to fit 
inside many different sizes of crates. The top side of the crate pad is made from soft, 
inviting microfleece while the bottom has a “stay-put” non-slip fabric to keep the 
pad from bunching up in the crate. Just throw the whole pad in the wash for easy 
cleaning and care. One year limited warranty.

Self-Warming Crate Pad™

The K-9 Ruff n’ Tuff™ Crate Pad is made from 1260 denier rip-stop polyester for the 
pet and puppies that need that extra “tuff” fabric. This resilient crate pad can take a 
beating from both diggers and chewers. The K-9 Ruff n’ Tuff™ Crate Pads have the 
same K&H darted corner design that gives flexibility in fit. Available in 4 sizes and 
2 colors. One year limited warranty.

K-9 Ruff n’ Tuff™ Crate Pad

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
8901 chocolate 14” x 22” 6
8902 navy blue 14” x 22” 6
8911 chocolate 20” x 25” 6
8912 navy blue 20” x 25” 6
8921 chocolate 21” x 31” 6
8922 navy 21” x 31” 6
8931 chocolate 25” x 37” 6
8932 navy 25” x 37” 6

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
5201 gray 1 pack 20” x 15” 6
5202 gray 2 pack 20” x 15” 6
5203 gray 3 pack 20” x 15” 6

The Amazin’ Kitty Pad™ is 100% polyester that attracts kitties like bears to honey. It 
helps trap kitty dander and hair like nothing else. The design is super economical 
and gray color looks great in any home. Cats love the Amazin’ Kitty Pad™.

Amazin’ Kitty Pad™
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Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
5205 gray 17” x 13” 6

Made from the same cat-pleasing material as the Amazin’ Kitty Pad™, the Amazin’ 
Kitty Lounge Sleeper™ is a perfect nesting bed for the economically minded cat lover. 
The Amazin’ dander and hair trapping properties of this bed will be appreciated by all.

Amazin’ Kitty Lounge Sleeper™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
3200 tan sm 16”d x 16”w x 65”h 3
3210 tan large 16”d x 23”w x 65”h 3

Our Hangin’ Cat Condo™ has five windows that any curious kitty will enjoy peaking 
in and out of while exploring the five different levels. This unique, patent pending 
design is so simple, yet so sturdy it will handle multiple cats playing, climbing and 
roughhousing. The space saving design will be welcomed into any home. One year 
limited warranty.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
3220 tan sm 12”d x 22”w x 70”h* 6

Based on the patent pending design of our Hangin’ Cat Condo™, the Hangin’ 
Feline Funhouse™ has three kitty pleasing levels and two mesh windows and two 
open windows. The simple bracket design tightens from the bottom, making this the 
most stable cat furniture on the market. One year limited warranty.

*Note: Measured from top of door frame to bottom of the brown portion of 
the product. Bottom straps are adjustable and not included in measurements.

PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING

Hangin’ Cat Condo™ 

Hangin’ Feline Funhouse™

video available
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K&H’s most comfortable cooling bed to date! No electricity is required to operate the 
orthopedic Coolin’ Comfort Bed™. Attractively designed to provide a cool spot for 
dogs. Simply add water just once through the easy fill cap and adjust comfort with 
the easy air valve. Contains no toxic gels. Tough nylon/vinyl exterior. The orthopedic 
bed aids in medical recovery, skin conditions, calloused elbows, arthritis, excessive 
panting, and hip dysplasia. The K&H Coolin’ Comfort Bed™ is the affordable choice 
for any dog owner looking to offer their pet a comfy, dry, cool place to relax. 
Recommended for indoor and outdoor use. Two year limited warranty.

K&H Coolin’ Comfort Bed™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1704 blue sm 17” x 24” 6
1714 blue med 22” x 32” 6
1724 blue lge 32” x 44” 3
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Charcoal infused foam helps in the elimination of odors. These crate pads have a 
unique design so that one crate pad can fit multiple sizes of crates. The breathable 
mesh is supportive yet comfortable and the non-slip bottom helps keep the pad 
from sliding. Available in six sizes ensuring every customer’s needs are met. One 
year limited warranty.

Odor Control Crate Pad™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7907 mocha 14” x 22” 6
7908 gray 14” x 22” 6
7917 mocha 20” x 25” 6
7918 gray 20” x 25” 6
7927 mocha 21” x 31” 6
7928 gray 21” x 31” 6
7937 mocha 25” x 37” 6
7938 gray 25” x 37” 6
7947 mocha 32” x 48” 6
7948 gray 32” x 48” 6
7957 mocha 37” x 54” 6
7958 gray 37” x 54” 6

Our super comfy Memory Foam Crate Pads are the ultimate for crating/kenneling. 
The Memory Foam Crate Pad™ is thin enough to provide sure footing, yet makes 
the floor of a crate or kennel so much nicer. The unique design fits multiple size 
enclosures. A non-slip bottom helps prevent sliding and the microfleece surface 
keeps pets comfortable. One year limited warranty.

Memory Foam Crate Pad™

The patent pending design of the Deluxe Bolster Crate Pad™ will fit a wide range 
of crates. It has four darted corners that allow the pad’s bolster to slide up the 
edges and fill in the corners for a perfect comfortable fit. The ultra-plush fleece is 
soft and cozy for ultimate comfort and will soon become your animal’s favorite 
go-to spot. The bottom has a “stay-put”, non-slip fabric. Completely machine 
washable. One year limited warranty.

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7909 natural 14” x 22” 6
7919 natural 20” x 25” 6
7929 natural 21” x 31” 6
7939 natural 25” x 37” 6

PATENT PENDING

Deluxe Bolster Crate Pad™

video available

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1700 gray sm 17” x 24” 6
1770 blue sm 17” x 24” 6
1710 gray med 22” x 32” 6
1780 blue med 22” x 32” 6
1720 gray lge 32” x 44” 6
1790 blue lge 32” x 44” 6

Keep pets cooler than ever! No electricity is required to operate the award-winning 
Cool Bed III™. Attractively designed to provide a cool spot for dogs. Simply add 
water through the easy fill cap and adjust comfort with the easy air valve. Our 
unique cool core diverts liquid better than ever throughout the bed for advanced 
cooling power. Tough nylon/vinyl exterior. The Cool Bed III™ is the affordable 
choice for any dog owner looking to offer their pet a comfy, dry, cool place to relax. 
Recommended for indoor and outdoor use. Two year limited warranty.

Cool Bed III™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1715 gray/blue med 25”d x 32”w x 4”h 6
1725 gray/blue lge 31”d x 41”w x 5”h 6

The Cool Bed Deluxe™ is the best of both worlds. It incorporates the K&H Cool Bed III™ 
with a durable oxford bolster that is super stuffed for the ultimate in support. Simply fill 
with water to activate the cool core and the bed will help cool any pet on those extra 
warm days. One year limited warranty.

Cool Bed Deluxe™

K&H Coolin’ Pet Pad™ - (Gel and BPA Free)

The K&H Coolin’ Pet Pad™ is the easiest, coolest product on the market. It can be used 
as a stand alone pad or placed on a pet’s bed and won’t dry out like other brands. 
Simply hydrate one time and the pad will be the squishiest, coolest spot in the house. 
No toxic gels to worry about and always BPA free. One year limited warranty.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1767 blue sm 11” x 15” 12
1777 blue med 15” x 20” 6
1787 blue lge 20” x 36” 6
1797 blue xlge 27” x 38” 6

Cooling-Dog

video available
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video available

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7905 gray 14” x 22” 6
7915 gray 20” x 25” 6
7925 gray 21” x 31” 6
7935 gray 25” x 37” 6
7945 gray 32” x 48” 6
7955 gray 37” x 54” 6
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*Height measured from cot to top of canopy

NEW! K&H Pet Cot House™ - (pictured above & below)

The easy to assemble K&H Original Pet Cot™ requires no tools!  Can be disassembled 
and taken anywhere. The raised mesh cot cools your pet while keeping them off the 
ground. For indoor or outdoor use. One year limited warranty.

K&H Original Pet Cot™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1605 choc/black sm/toy/cat 17”d x 22”w x 7”h 6
1615 choc/black med 25”d x 32”w x 7”h 6
1616 gray/black med 25”d x 32”w x 7”h 6
1625 choc/black lge 30”d x 42”w x 7”h 6
1626 gray/black lge 30”d x 42”w x 7”h 6
1685 choc/black xlg 32”d x 50”w x 9”h 6
1686 gray/black xlg 32”d x 50”w x 9”h 6

K&H Original Pet Cot™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1629 gray/black med 25” x 32” 6
1630 gray/black lge 30” x 42” 6
1631 choc/black med 25” x 32” 6
1632 choc/black lge 30” x 42” 6

K&H Original Pet Cot™ Cover (Cot sold separately)
video available
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K&H Pe t Cots This could just be the most comfortable pet cot ever made. The super comfortable bolster 
envelopes and comforts pets for an incredibly relaxing snooze. Utilizing our original, 
best-selling pet cot, the K&H Original Bolster Pet Cot™ is sure to please even the pickiest 
of pets. The bolster is easily removable to quickly convert it into our standard pet cot. 
The mesh center provides circulation to help pets stay cooler. One year limited warranty.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1640 choc/black sm/toy/cat 17”d x 22”w x 7”h 1
1650 choc/black med 25”d x 32”w x 7”h 1
1660 choc/black lge 30”d x 42”w x 7”h 1

K&H Original Bolster Pet Cot™

PATENT PENDING
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Our super successful K&H Original Pet Cot™ is now available in a fleecy, comfortable, 
self-warming model. Strong enough to hold 200 lbs. One year limited warranty.

K&H Self-Warming Pet Cot™
Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1645 choc/fleece med 25”d x 32”w x 7”h 6
1655 choc/fleece lge 30”d x 42”w x 7”h 6

K&H Self-Warming Pet Cot™ Cover (Cot sold separately)
Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1641 choc/fleece med 25” x 32” 6
1651 choc/fleece lge 30” x 42” 6

The Comfy Pet Cot™ is the ultimate pillow top elevated resting spot for any small dog or 
cat. Assembles in a snap and can handle the weight of any pet. One year limited warranty.

Shades pets from harsh summer sunlight. Attaches to any of our pet cots, guaranteeing that your 
dog has a cool summer! Just plug into the corners of the cot and safely secures with bungee straps 
riveted in the corners. The easiest, simplest design on the market. One year limited warranty.

The K&H Coolin’ Pet Cot™ incorporates our Coolin’ Pet Pad™ technology into the center 
of the cot to keep dogs comfy and cool on those hot summer days. No toxic gels and BPA 
free. One year limited warranty.
K&H Coolin’ Pet Cot™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1666 gray/blue med 25”d x 32”w x 7”h 6
1676 gray/blue lge 30”d x 42”w x 7”h 6

K&H Coolin’ Pet Cot™ Cover (Cot sold separately)
Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1667 gray/blue med 25” x 32” 6
1677 gray/blue lge 30” x 42” 6

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1600  choc/tan toy dog/cat 17”d x 22”w x 7”h 6

Comfy Pet Cot™
K&H Pet Cot Canopy™ (Cot sold separately)

K&H Self-Warming Pet Cot™

K&H Coolin’ Pet Cot™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1635 tan toy dog/cat 17”d x 22”w x 16”h* 6
1636 tan med 25”d x 32”w x 23”h* 6
1637 tan lge 30”d x 42”w x 28”h* 6
1638 gray med 25”d x 32”w x 23”h* 6
1639 gray lge 30”d x 42”w x 28”h* 6

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1697 tan sm 17”x 22” 6
1698 tan med 25”x 32” 6
1699 tan lge 30” x 42” 6
1695 tan xlg 32” x 50” 6

The ultimate comfort pet cot cushion especially made to fit the Original K&H Pet Cot™. Super 
soft Microfleece is filled with soft fluffy polyester fill. Elastic straps keep the pad in place and 
off the floor. Completely machine washable. One year limited warranty.

K&H Original Pet Cot Pad™

20 18
NEW

The K&H Pet Cot House™ uses the same comfortable raised frame and cover as the K&H 
Original Pet Cot™ with mesh center. No tools necessary and easy to assemble. Elastic 
straps keep the cover securely in place. Each side of the house has a window that can 
be unzipped and rolled open for additional airflow. Provides privacy and shade for pets. 
Can be used with or without the house cover. Easy to pack and carry for travel. For indoor 
and outdoor use. One year limited warranty.

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
1602 navy sm/toy/cat 17”d x 22”w x 22”h 6
1612 navy med 25”d x 32”w x 28”h 6
1622 navy lge 30”d x 42”w x 32”h 6

K&H Pet Cot House™

20 18
NEW

20 18
NEW

PATENT PENDING

cats love 
it too!

great for
CAMPING, HIKING, 

PICNICS OR ANYWHERE 
AT HOME 

Indoor/Outdoor Use

ALL

video available

| K&H Pet Cot Line

video available
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
9091 gray 1 shelf 12” x 23” (shelf size) 6

The patent pending Kitty Sill - EZ Window Mount™ by K&H is the easiest, strongest, 
most versatile window sleeper on the market. We’ve incorporated 2 push n’ turn 
suction cups and 2 giant push cups for the ultimate in strength. These things suck! 
Really! Each suction cup holds in excess of 100 lbs. yet are still easily removable for 
cleaning. Exclusive design allows for window blinds, curtains and shades to operate 
normally! Cover easily removes for washing. One year limited warranty.

Kitty Sill - EZ Window Mount™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
9092 gray 2 shelves 12” x 23” (shelf size) 6

Double the fun of a window perch, the Kitty Sill - Double Stack EZ Window Mount™ 
by K&H is the perfect window mounted play/sleep area. Incorporating steel frames 
and our unique push n’ turn super-strong suction cups, this window mounted gem 
is sure to please. As with the single unit, it can be folded up against the glass in 
seconds to allow for normal operation of blinds, curtains or shades. Both covers 
easily remove for washing. One year limited warranty.

Kitty Sill - Double Stack EZ Window Mount™

PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING

video available

video available
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Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
3095 fleece 14” x 24” 6 w. 6

We incorporated advanced engineering for strength and ease of assembly, with an attractive 
oval design. Its dual-thermostat heating unit is buried deep within super-soft orthopedic 
foam and is removable for year-round comfort. The heater is pre-set to keep the sleeping 
surface 12-15 degrees above ambient room temperature range. No tools are necessary for 
installation when using the provided hook and loop fasteners. Screws are also included 
for a more permanent attachment. Indoor use only. MET listed. One year limited warranty.

Thermo-Kitty Sill™- (Heated)

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3097 tan kitty print 14” x 24” 6
9097 leopard 14” x 24” 6

We took the popular Kitty Sill and added a bolster. The bolster is covered with an attractive, 
poly/cotton kitty print. The inside is lined with soft velvety microfleece. The bolster zips off 
and can convert into a plush kitty sill. If your kitty wants to cuddle, they can have all the 
advantages of looking out the window and feeling the sunshine while having the security of 
a bolster. One year limited warranty.

Deluxe Kitty Sill™ with Bolster - (Unheated)

video available

video available

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
3096 fleece 14” x 24” 6
9096 zebra 14” x 24” 6

This sturdy design will support the largest of cats! We incorporated advanced engineering 
for strength and ease of assembly, with an attractive oval design. Super soft orthopedic 
foam for superior comfort. No tools are necessary for installation when using the provided 
hook and loop fasteners. Screws are included for a more permanent attachment. One 
year limited warranty.

Kitty Sill™ - (Unheated)

video available

EZ Mount Penthouse™

The patent pending EZ Mount Penthouse™ will be a cat’s most favorite hangout. Secure 
built-in ledge makes getting into the Penthouse a breeze. Open mesh windows gives 
pets a great view of the outdoors. Comes with a removable plush microfleece pad 
plus the top of the Penthouse is lined with microfleece for comfortable resting. Can 
accommodate multiple cats with the extra strong suction cups provided. Removable 
cover for easy machine wash care. The EZ Mount Penthouse™ can be removed and 
stored easily with its collapsible design and is hands down luxury built for the most 
pampered cat. One year limited warranty.

video available

PATENT PENDING

Kitty Sills & EZ Mount

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9520 gray/black 19” x 23” x 9.5” 6

NEW! EZ Mount Kitty Sill Deluxe with Bolster™ - (page 34)
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EZ Mount Kitty Sill Deluxe with Bolster™

K&H Universal Mount Kitty Sill™

K&H Universal Mount Kitty Sill with Hood™

EZ Mount Kittyface Window Bed™

Our EZ Mount Kitty Sill Deluxe with Bolster™ has all the features of the popular Kitty 
Sill - EZ Window Mount™ but with an attractive bolster. The bolster is easy to install 
and can be removed for machine wash care. Bolsters give cats the security and 
comfort they want. One year limited warranty.

Turn any window into the best seat in the house with the new K&H Universal Mount 
Kitty Sill with Hood™. Easily attaches to any window with 3 suction cups. No tools 
necessary. Uses the same advanced engineering strength as our original Kitty Sill 
requiring no need for Velcro® or screws. Same great oval design and orthopedic 
foam. Unique hood offers semi-privacy. Also has a lookout window. Removable 
cover is machine washable. One year limited warranty.

Great new design for the ever-so-popular EZ Mount Window Bed™.  Unique Kittyface 
design is whimsical and functional. Kitties will love to crawl inside of this bed and 
enjoy the best view in the house. Includes a machine washable Amazin’ Kitty Pad™.   
One year limited warranty.

Turn any window into the best seat in the house with the new K&H Universal Mount 
Kitty Sill™.  Easily attaches to any window with 3 suction cups. No tools necessary.  
Uses the same advanced engineering strength as our original Kitty Sill requiring 
no need for Velcro® or screws. Same great oval design and orthopedic foam. 
Removable cover is machine washable. One year limited warranty.

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9090 chocolate 12” x 23” (shelf size) 6

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9071 fleece 14” x 24” 6

PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9070 gray 14” x 24” 6

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9185 gray 27”w x 11”h 6

20 18
NEW

20 18
NEW

20 18
NEW
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Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9191 tan 27”w x 11”h 6
9192 green 27”w x 11”h 6

Instantly turn any window into a kitty entertainment center! The ingenious EZ Mount 
Window Bed™ attaches to virtually any window in seconds utilizing our proven 
suction cup mounting system. Completely open at the top, this half pod design gives 
cats easy access to climb in and out of. We’ve included a soft, warm, cushy Amazin’ 
Kitty Pad™ for hours of snoozing and watching over the household. Available in two 
colors. One year limited warranty.

EZ Mount Window Bed™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9181 tan 27”w x 20”h 6
9182 green 27”w x 20”h 6

The EZ Mount Window Pod™ will please any cat. The NEW & IMPROVED design 
now features an opening on both sides for entry and easy exits. The enclosed pod 
design provides privacy and includes an Amazin’ Kitty Pad™ to keep kitty warm 
and comfy while bird and people watching. The incredible suction cups will assure 
a solid, safe mount to virtually any window. Available in two colors. One year 
limited warranty.

EZ Mount Window Pod™

PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING

video available

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9171 tan 27”w x 20”h 6
9172 green 27”w x 20”h 6

EZ Mount Window Bubble Pod™

PATENT PENDING

With all of the same features as the EZ Mount Window Pod,™ the EZ Mount 
Window Bubble Pod™ includes a bubble lookout window to provide extra 
stimulation for your kitty. Includes an Amazin’ Kitty Pad™ to help keep kitty warm 
and comfy while bird and people watching all day long. The incredible suction 
cups will assure a solid, safe mount to virtually any window. Available in two colors. 
One year limited warranty.

video available
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The EZ Mount Scratcher™ sticks to any glass surface as well as most appliances and 
complements the K&H EZ Window Mount™ Kitty Sill products perfectly. Can be placed at any 
height for your cat to get a full stretch when scratching. Helps train cats away from scratching 
furniture. One year limited warranty.

EZ Mount Scratcher™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9500 black 7.5”w x 15.5”h 6

Keep cat food out of Fido’s reach! This ingenious bowl simply suction cups to any clean 
window. Place it above or next to a Kitty Sill, or just above a window sill. Finally a solution 
to the dog always getting the cat’s food. Will stick to any smooth, non-porous surface. Easy 
to refill – bowl simply lifts out of ring. Includes one 12-oz. bowl. One year limited warranty.

EZ Mount Up and Away Kitty Diner™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
9521 stainless (1)12-oz. 5”w x 4”h x 6.25” 12

EZ Window Mount™ 
Kitty Sill not included

Works great on
non-porous 
household
surfaces!

This Double Diner is the easiest way to offer food and water to a kitty that keeps getting robbed 
by Fido. Simply suction cup it to any window, refrigerator, or other smooth surface up and out 
of the way of cat food-seeking-canines. Easy to refill – bowls simply lift out of rings. Includes 
two 12-oz. bowls. One year limited warranty.

EZ Mount Up and Away Kitty Double Diner™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
9522 stainless (2)12-oz. 10”w x 4”h x 6.25” 6

EZ Window Mount™ 
Kitty Sill not included

PATENT PENDING

PATENT PENDING

video available

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9501 brown 5.75”w x 10.75”h 6

EZ Mount Scratch™ Refill - 2 Pack

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
9510 black 3.5”w x 17”h 12

The versatile EZ Mount Self-Grooming Brush™ easily suction-cup mounts to any 
smooth, non-porous surface including most windows, refrigerators, and sliding glass 
doors. This is the perfect brush for cats to rub against, providing for comfortable self-
grooming. Designed to bend into different shapes. One year limited warranty.

EZ Mount Self-Grooming Brush™

video available

| Travel Products

NEW! K&H Bolster Cargo Cover™ - (page 39)

Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
7831 sm black 12-18” girth 36
7832 med black 16-24” girth 36
7833 lge black 20-30” girth 36
7834 xlg black 24-38” girth 36

The most comfortable travel safety harness. The breast plates on the Travel Safety 
Harness™ from K&H incorporate superior padding to that of other brands. This 
unique, soft, flexible, padded feature is what sets us apart from the rest. One year 
limited warranty.

Travel Safety Harness™ 

video available

Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
7841 one size black 24” x 23” 6

The rigid design of the Travel Safety Barrier™ fills the gap between the driver and 
passenger front seat, helping keep a dog in the back seat. We incorporate a handy 
mesh pouch for treats, leads or everyday necessities. It installs in a minute and 
complements any car interior. One year limited warranty.

Travel Safety Barrier™ 

37  |
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video available

video available

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7621 tan sm 20” x 14.5” x 15.5” 1
7622 gray sm 20” x 14.5” x 15.5” 1
7631 tan lge 24” x 14.5” x 16” 1
7632 gray lge 24” x 14.5” x 16” 1

This seat elevates your pet in either the front or back seat. The back of the Bucket 
Booster™ is contoured for a better fit inside the vehicle. Inside is made of quilted, soft 
fleece. The 3” foam cushion makes for extreme comfort. One year limited warranty.

Bucket Booster™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7641 tan one size 15” x 15” x 15” 4
7642 gray one size 15” x 15” x 15” 4

Affordable, safe, comfortable, convenient. The zip-together Mod Safety Seat™ has 
the high tech features and look of a much more expensive pet travel seat. The Patent 
Pending design simply zips together in a few seconds and fits front or back car seats. 
The seat belt clip holds the seat belt in the optimal position for superior fit over most 
pet travel seats. A leash is included to keep dogs in place. One year limited warranty.

Mod Safety Seat™ 

Elevates pet in the front seat for a clear and comfortable view outside. The Hangin’ 
Bucket Booster™ holds pets up to 15 lbs. Comes with a strap to securely fasten to the 
seatbelt in the car. Easy to install. Removable cover for easy machine washable care. 
One year limited warranty.

Hangin’ Bucket Booster™- Toy Breed

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7651 tan toy breed 16” x 14.5” x 9.5” 6
7652 gray toy breed 16” x 14.5” x 9.5” 6
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Item # Color Fits Case Pack
7868 tan standard and mid-size SUVs 6
7878 gray standard and mid-size SUVs 6
7877 black standard and mid-size SUVs 6

The Economy Cargo Cover™ is an economical cargo cover that helps keep the 
back of standard and mid-size SUVs protected from pet hair and dirt. Made 
of heavy denier polyester with a water-resistant back. Easy to install with 2 straps 
over the headrest and adjustable Velcro® flaps. Available in 3 colors. One year 
limited warranty.

Economy Cargo Cover™

PATENT PENDING
20 18

NEW 
BLACK COLOR

The Quilted Cargo Cover™ is available in two sizes to fit different SUVs. Both the 
standard and mid-size cover and the full size cover fit in the back of SUVs 
to protect the cargo area from dirt. Great quilted area for pets to sleep or travel. 
Includes a pocket for storage of leashes and toys. Easy to install with 2 straps over 
the headrest and adjustable Velcro® flaps. Made of heavy denier polyester with a 
water-resistant back. One year limited warranty.

Quilted Cargo Cover™ - (Available in Two Sizes) 

PATENT PENDING

Item # Color Fits Case Pack
7865 black standard and mid-size SUVs 6
7866 tan standard and mid-size SUVs 6
7867 gray standard and mid-size SUVs 6

Standard and Mid-Size SUVs

Item # Color Fits Case Pack
7872 tan full size SUVs 6
7873 gray full size SUVs 6
7874 black full size SUVs 6

Full Size SUVsTWO 
 SIZES!

20 18

Item # Color Fits Case Pack
7882 tan standard and mid-size SUVs 6
7883 gray standard and mid-size SUVs 6

The K&H Bolster Cargo Cover™ fits into standard and mid-size small sport 
utility and all cross over vehicles. Protects the cargo area from dirt. Gives extra 
comfort to your pets while traveling with the added bolster. Easy to install with 2 
straps over the headrest. Hook fasteners on the bottom adhere to carpet and help to 
keep the cover in place. Made of heavy denier polyester with a water-resistant back. 
Comes with a travel bag for easy storage. One year limited warranty.

K&H Bolster Cargo Cover™

PATENT PENDING
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Included 
Travel Bag
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The standard and mid-size version of our Deluxe Car Seat Saver™ will fit up 
to 54” length car seats. Made to fit all cars, cross overs, and mid-size SUVs, this 
cover is also semi-fitted to allow for easy installation. The larger full size version of 
our Deluxe Car Seat Saver™ fits up to 57” length car seats. Its extra-long size is made 
to fit all full size trucks and SUVs and is also semi-fitted to allow for easy installation. 
Both seat savers have a removable flap to help keep pets in the back seat and both 
have a storage pocket for storing leashes and toys. The back of the seat and the 
sitting area are quilted microsuede, backed with heavy denier polyester with a vinyl 
coating to keep seats clean. The water-resistant backing keeps dirt and spills off of 
seats. One year limited warranty.

Deluxe Car Seat Saver™ - (Available in Two Sizes)

Standard and Mid-Size - 54” Length
Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7860 black 54” length 6 
7861 tan 54” length 6
7862 gray 54” length 6

Full Size - 57” Length
Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7857 tan 57” length 6
7858 gray 57” length 6
7859 black 57” length 6
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Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7601 tan sm 24” x 36” 6
7602 gray sm 24” x 36” 6
7611 tan lge 30” x 48” 3
7612 gray lge 30” x 48” 3

Every pet needs a place to feel secure and call their own in your vehicle. The small 
size fits perfectly in a small to mid-size SUV while the large fits great in a mid to 
full size SUV. The gray and tan colors complement most automobile interiors. The 
outside bolster is made from heavy denier polyester with a water-resistant backing. 
The removable cushion is made from soft and luxurious microfleece. Cushion has 
tufting to keep the premium polyfil in place. The bottom of the bed has a “stay-put”, 
non-slip fabric to keep the bed in place. Easy machine wash and care. This bed also 
has a matching Car Seat Cover™ or Deluxe Car Seat Cover™ available. One year 
limited warranty.

Travel/SUV Bed

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
7851 tan 54” x 56” 6
7852 gray 54” x 56” 6

Enjoy traveling with your pet without the worry of rips, tears, dirt or pet hair ruining 
or staining the back seat of your vehicle. The cover simply loops over the driver and 
passenger headrests, covers the back seat and floor boards, and loops over the back 
seat headrests. It also serves as a deterrent for pets jumping in the front seat. There 
is a convenient pocket to hold leashes, portable water/food dishes, and toys. Made 
of heavy denier polyester with a water-resistant coating for extra protection. A travel 
necessity! Coordinates with the Travel/SUV Bed. One year limited warranty.

Car Seat Saver™ 

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7845 tan universal 27”w x 19”h 6
7846 gray universal 27”w x 19”h 6
7847 black universal 27”w x 19”h 6

Protect vehicle doors from dirt and scratches with the patent pending K&H Vehicle 
Door Protector™. From the stay put tabs, to the rugged construction, it’s sure to get 
the job done. Our unique tab design stays put when operating windows, which is 
the most common complaint about other brands. The function, design, quality… It’s 
what we’re all about. Includes 1 right and 1 left door protector. Fits front or rear car, 
SUV or truck windows. One year limited warranty.

Vehicle Door Protector™

PATENT PENDING

video available

20 18

NEW 
BLACK COLOR

video available

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
7660 gray sm 16”d x 17”w x 15”h 6
7670 gray med 19”d x 24”w x 17”h 6
7680 gray lge 22”d x 29.5”w x 25.5”h 6

The Travel Safety Carrier™ is a simple way to keep families and pets safe while 
traveling in a vehicle. Driver distraction is kept to a minimum when pets are kept 
confined and not allowed to roam. Available in three sizes, the Travel Safety 
Carrier™ is the most convenient way to transport a pet. The small size fits into any 
front seat and all three sizes work perfectly in any back seat. All sizes feature large 
doors for easy access, with five different entrance options. The doors allow pets to 
look out keeping them happier and feeling less confined. Pets and occupants can 
conveniently rely on the Travel Safety Carrier™ by K&H for safe travels. One year 
limited warranty.

Travel Safety Carrier™

Classy Go™ Soft Crate 

Perfect for home use or travel, the Classy Go™ Soft Crate is a breeze to 
assemble. The patented design is strong, sturdy, attractive and versatile. A 
zipper pull lock is included to prevent a pet from opening the doors. Multiple 
doors and windows allow pets to look out keeping them happier and feeling less 
confined. To make transporting or storing a breeze, a matching storage bag 
is included with every Classy Go™ Soft Crate. Comes with a removable pad. 
One year limited warranty.

PATENTED

Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
1460 sm brown/lime green 24”d x 18”w x 17”h 1

TWO 
 SIZES!
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Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
1471 one size gray 10”d x 12”w x 13”h 6

The K&H Shoulder Sling Pet Carrier™ is the perfect carrier for those who love to 
take along their smaller furry friend. This unique carrier allows pets to be carried 
in the front, providing for more interaction with them when out and about. The 
comfortable shoulder strap is adjustable and a waist strap is included for stability. 
Mesh windows and doorways allow pets to look out. Two zippered doorways for 
convenience. Attractive yet very durable. Can also be buckled safely in a vehicle 
with the attached strap. One year limited warranty.

K&H Shoulder Sling Pet Carrier™

20 18
NEW

Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
1401 one size gray 9.5”d x 14”w x 15.75”h 6

The K&H Backpack Pet Carrier™ is yet another great solution by K&H for transporting 
pets or including your furry friend in your daily activities. This carrier utilizes superior 
craftsmanship, materials and quality to bring an affordable travel carrier to the 
market. This pet carrier is not only attractive but also very durable. Convenient side 
pockets can be used for water bottles, cell phones, camera, portable pet dishes and 
leashes. Zippered mesh doorway allows pets to look out and enjoy the experience. 
Can also be buckled safely in a vehicle with the attached strap. One year limited 
warranty.    

K&H Backpack Pet Carrier™

Our unique K&H Lookout Pet Carriers™ are the ultimate in pet carriers. Their 
attractive, creative design is soft, yet rigid to prevent “collapse”. Mesh doorways 
on both ends and a bubble window on one side allows pets to look out and feel 
less confined. These pet carriers incorporate both a handle and a carrying strap for 
the utmost convenience. They fold down and store away easily with the help of one 
zipper. One year limited warranty.

K&H Lookout Pet Carrier™
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Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
5151 one size tan/black 17”d x 17”w x 15.5”h 4
5153 one size gray/black 17”d x 17”w x 15.5”h 4

Mod Capsule™ 

Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
1410 sm brown/lime green 19”d x 8”w x 9”h 6
1411 med brown/lime green 21”d x 10”w x 10.5”h 6
1412 lge brown/lime green 23.5”d x 10.5”w x 11.5”h 6

Classy Go™ Carrier 

Our unique Classy Go™ Carriers are the ultimate in pet carriers. Their attractive, 
creative design is soft, yet rigid to prevent “collapse”. The ends of these carriers 
are extended to provide pets with more interior comfort. For convenience and 
ease of use, both a carrying handle as well as a shoulder strap are incorporated 
into the design. They break down and store away in the included storage bag 
with ease. Multiple entrances makes getting pets in and out a breeze. One year 
limited warranty.

20 18
NEW

Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
1405 sm chocolate 17”d x 10.5”w x 9”h 6
1406 sm light denim 17”d x 10.5”w x 9”h 6
1415 lge chocolate 20”d x 12.75”w x 11”h 6
1416 lge light denim 20”d x 12.75”w x 11”h 6

20 18
NEW

The Comfy Go™ Carrier line is more affordable than our Classy Go™ line yet still 
very attractive. These carriers are more traditional but incorporate a firm top and 
sides to prevent “collapse” that is often experienced by other brands of carriers 
while in use. For convenience and ease of use, both a carrying handle as well as 
a shoulder strap are incorporated into the design. The Comfy Go™ Carriers by 
K&H have been designed to break down in a snap for easy storage in the supplied 
storage bag. One year limited warranty.

Item # Size Color Dimensions Case Pack
1421 med purple/black/lime green 17.5”d x 9.5”w x 10”h 6
1422 lge purple/black/lime green 19”d x 10.5”w x 11”h 6
1423 xlge purple/black/lime green 21”d x 12”w x 12.5”h 6

Comfy Go™ Carrier 

Not only is the Mod Capsule™ a bed and a playhouse, but it’s also a convenient 
pet carrier making it a value that every cat owner will love. It simply zips together 
for easy assembly. The mesh door is completely removable for use as a sleeper. 
Just zip the door back on for use as a transport carrier for trips to and from the vet 
or for any time travel. Comes equipped with a sturdy carrying handle and easily 
straps into vehicles to transport pets safely. Includes a comfortable, washable 
pillow. One year limited warranty.
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Super Ice Eliminator™ Bird Bath De-icer

Item # Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
9001 4.5” x 6.5” 80 w. 12

Ice Eliminator™ Bird Bath De-icer

Item # Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
9000 2.75” x 6.5” 50 w. 12

Being available in two different wattages and having our original unique design aren’t the 
only reasons Ice Eliminator™ is a best seller. Our solid aluminum housing keeps the unit from 
falling out of the bird bath and the attractive rock-like design blends naturally with any bird 
bath. Spray paint any color to match any bird bath. Will not calcify, rust or leave stains in 
bird baths. Won’t burn or melt plastic bird baths. Available in either 50 watts for standard 
baths or 80 watts for even the largest of bird baths. MET listed. Three year limited warranty.

Super Ice Eliminator™ Bird Bath De-icer

Small Animal Heated Pad

Item # Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
1060 9” x 12” 25 w. 6

Small Animal Deluxe Heated Pad Cover

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
1065 gray fleece 9” x 12” 6

Only 25 watts is all that’s needed to keep an indoor or outdoor pet warm and comfy even 
in the coldest of climates. The 9” x 12” size is perfect for rabbits, guinea pigs or ferrets and 
is ideal for the rehabilitation of wildlife. The internal thermostat is pre-set to be the perfect 
temperature. We’ve cleverly rounded all the edges to take away a chewing surface and even 
capped the cord entrance and the first 18” of the power cord with steel. Holes in the four 
corners allow for screws to anchor the pad on wood surfaces or to be wired in place for 
wire-floored cages. The perfect warm spot for any small animal! Indoor or outdoor use. MET 
listed. One year limited warranty.

Small Animal Heated Pad™

NEW! Thermo-Birdbath™ - (page 45)

20 18
NEW
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Item # Style Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
9005 unheated gray 17”d x 23.5”w x 4”h n/a 1
9006 heated gray 17”d x 23.5”w x 4”h 80 w. 1

No assembly required. Placed on the ground and near an outdoor outlet, our Thermo- 
Birdbath™ keeps water ice-free giving birds access to water in the coldest winter 
months. Removable 80 watt heater makes this 1 gallon Birdbath usable all year round. 
Cord length is 5-1/2 feet long. Attractive stone color will fit in with any backyard décor. 
Thermostatically controlled to only turn on when needed. Also available in an unheated 
model. Made from durable plastic resin. MET listed. Two year limited warranty.

Thermo-Birdbath™ (Heated & Unheated)

Small Animal & Bird
The Snuggle Up™ is designed to help protect your exotic birds from the harmful effects 
of air conditioning and cold drafts. This low voltage heater mounts right to the side of 
the cage, allowing your bird to “Snuggle Up” to it to get nice and warm. Available in 
two sizes for any size bird. One year limited warranty.

Item # Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
9050 sm/med 3”x 5” 5 w. 6
9060 med/lge 4” x 7” 7 w. 6

Snuggle Up™ Bird Warmer

20 18
NEW

Similar to our patented Thermo-Perch™ that helps protect your exotic birds from the 
harmful effects of air conditioning and drafts, our Sand Thermo-Perch™ takes safety 
and comfort one step further. We added permanent sand onto the original Thermo-
Perch™ to help aid in the trimming of nails and beaks. The sand also provides a nice 
easy-grip surface. One year limited warranty.

Item # Size Dimensions Voltage Wattage Case Pack
9110 sm 1” x 10.5” 12 v. 3.5 w. 6
9111 med 1.25” x 13” 12 v. 5 w. 6
9112 lge 2” x 14.5” 12 v. 9 w. 6

PATENTED

Sand Thermo-Perch™ 

| Small Animal & Bird Products

The patented Thermo-Perch™ helps protect your exotic birds from the harmful effects 
of air conditioning and cold drafts. Cold is a major contributor to health problems for 
exotic birds, and providing warmth is the first step of avian experts and veterinarians.  
Thermostatically controlled, Thermo-Perch™ provides a safe, consistent source of 
warmth, stabilizing the bird’s environment. Made of sturdy scratch and bite-resistant 
plastic, it attaches easily to wire cages. Its irregular shape reduces foot cramps and 
pressure sores, providing orthopedic benefits. One year limited warranty.

PATENTED

Item # Size Dimensions Voltage Wattage Case Pack
9010 sm 1” x 10.5” 12 v. 3.5 w. 6
9011 med 1.25” x 13” 12 v. 5 w. 6
9012 lge 2” x 14.5” 12 v. 9 w. 6

Thermo-Perch™

(Optional) 
Deluxe Cover
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PATENTED

Item # Color Wattage Case Pack
8125 black 250 w. 6
8175 black 750 w. 6
8115 black 1500 w. 6

Our “Perfect Climate™” line has “reinvented the wheel” when it comes to keeping 
ice-free water available in winter ponds. Safe in all ponds and can be used as a 
floating de-icer out of the box or in seconds converts to a submersible de-icer!  In 
the past, all that was readily available were energy gulping 1000 watt to 1500 
watt de-icers. We’ve created a whole line of de-icers along with a convenient zone 
chart for consumers to choose the correct de-icer, every time! MET listed. Two year 
limited warranty.

Thermo-Pond™ Perfect Climate Deluxe De-icer

PATENTED
Item # Color Wattage Case Pack
8001 black 100 w. 5

For ponds up to 1000 gallons! The world’s most energy efficient pond heater!  
Thermo-Pond™ is a unique patented pond heater that keeps a hole through the 
ice of backyard ponds for just pennies a day. Thermo-Pond™ floats on top of the 
water and is thermostatically controlled to never get hot. Unlike some other heaters, 
Thermo-Pond™ will never burn a pond liner or plastic pond. It naturally allows the 
pond to ice over while maintaining a hole through the ice. MET listed. One year 
limited warranty.

Thermo-Pond™ 3.0

Item # Color Wattage Case Pack
8100 gray 300 w. 6

Designed with small and preformed ponds in mind. The Thermo-Pond™ Perfect 
Climate works great in all ponds up to 300 gallons, 18” deep or less. MET listed. 
Two year limited warranty.

Thermo-Pond™ Perfect Climate Submersible Pond De-icer

Item # Length Wattage Case Pack
5020 20 ft. 100 w. 3
5040 40 ft. 200 w. 3
5060 60 ft. 250 w. 3

Uses around the farm & home include:
 Filling stock tanks
 Filling ponds & water gardens
 Great around the barn
 Filling hot tubs

 Cleaning dog kennels
 Handy around the job site
 Dozens of other uses!
 Made of durable rubber 

Just plug it in, heat the hose for 20 minutes and you will have an ice-free flexible 
hose to use! Thermostatically-controlled, 5/8” double-wall rubber hose with solid 
brass couplings. This quality hose turns itself off during warmer weather. No need 
to drain hose between uses! MET listed. Two year warranty.

Thermo-Hose™
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A simple low wattage pail heater, the Perfect Bucket Heater™ will keep pails up to 
16 gallons ice-free using only 80 watts! Free cord safety clip included to keep the 
cord secure and out of the way. Safe for all buckets, plastic or metal. Cord length is 
57 inches. MET listed. Two year limited warranty.

Perfect Bucket Heater™

Item # Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
8080 5” dia. 80 w. 12

NEW! K&H HoneyBee Waterer™ - (page 49)

| Farm & Agriculture Products 47  |
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Item # Style Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2060 unheated blue 2.5-gal. 15”h x 16” diam. n/a 3
2061 heated gray 2.5-gal. 15”h x 16” diam. 60 w. 3

Finally a poultry waterer that works and stays clean! The revolutionary patent pending 
design of the K&H Poultry Waterer incorporates an easy carry reservoir handle, spill 
proof cap, water filter ring, and an ingenious shape that eliminates roosting and the 
inherent dirty water that comes with it. The K&H Poultry Waterer can be easily re-
filled without spilling or having to empty the whole waterer. Cleaner water = happier 
poultry. K&H also offers a heated version, the K&H Thermo-Poultry Waterer™ which 
has been tested in sub-zero F° temperatures. Two year limited warranty.

K&H Poultry Waterer (Unheated & Heated)

PATENT PENDING

video available

Item # Style Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2066 tank only white 2.5-gal. 13”h x 16” diam. n/a 6

Poultry Waterer Reservoir Tank Only
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PATENT PENDING

K&H Chick Saver™ foam blocks are specifically designed to help prevent 
accidental drowning of baby chicks. The pre-cut foam blocks fit perfectly into each 
of the five compartments of the patent pending K&H Poultry Waterers. One year 
limited warranty.

K&H Chick Saver™

Item # Color Dimensions Case Pack
2065 black 5 blocks sized to fit K&H Poultry Waterer™ 12

Chick Saver™ foam 
blocks fit K&H Poultry 
Waterers. 

Poultry Waterer 
not included.

K&H Poultry Waterer not included

49  |

pictured: water filter ring lifts 
out to easily clean debris
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Keep your honeybees hydrated with an available water supply. This is the perfect 
water source and easy to fill. Included absorbent foam pad acts as a landing surface 
and prevents drowning. Yellow base helps to attract honeybees. Reservoir tank with 
easy-carry handle keeps water available for days. Two year limited warranty.

This is the most universal, thermostatically-controlled water de-icer on the market. 
Keeps water available and ice-free in the winter months for all animals and pets. Can 
be used with aluminum and plastic Poultry Waterers, dog bowls, buckets and other 
water receptacles. Bottom is sealed to prevent unwanted pests from nesting. 5.5 foot 
cord and molded handles make lifting and positioning the unit convenient. 80 watts. 
MET listed. Two year limited warranty.

The unique K&H Duck Waterer™ gives ducks and other poultry access to drink 
water while making it impossible for them to play in it. The unique water cups are 
designed perfectly for beaks and bills. Each cup has a removable filter. Keeps pens 
drier and cleaner. The reservoir tank is shaped to deter perching. Easy fill cap on 
reservoir tank. Also comes in a heated version. The heated version of the K&H 
Thermo-Duck Waterer™ keeps water from freezing and available to ducks and other 
poultry on the coldest days. MET listed. Two year limited warranty.

The Thermo-Poultry Brooder™ by K&H is the safest, easiest and most economical 
way to provide added warmth for hatchlings. Its unique pegged shelf provides an 
adjustable height system that allows it to be used even as chicks begin their growth 
spurt. At only 25 watts, the Thermo-Poultry Brooder™ will be a staple product for 
years to come. MET listed. Two year limited warranty.

K&H HoneyBee Waterer™

Universal Waterer De-icer™

K&H Duck Waterer™ (Unheated & Heated)

Thermo-Poultry Brooder™

Item # Color Size Dimensions Case Pack
2040 yellow 2.5-gal. 15”h x 16” diam. 3

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2120 gray/orange 8”d x 13.5w x 8”h 25 w. 6

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2062 red 3”h x 15.5” diam. 80 w. 6

PATENT PENDING

Item # Style Color Size Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2070 unheated aqua blue 2.5-gal. 16”h x 17”w n/a 3
2071 heated red 2.5-gal. 16”h x 17”w 60 w. 3

K&H Poultry Waterer 
not included.
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The “Farm Essentials” line from K&H Pet Products has “reinvented the wheel” when it comes to keeping fresh water available in the 
winter. Every K&H de-icer is thermostatically controlled and safe to use in all stock tanks, unlike nearly all of the other de-icers available 
in the market today. No expensive shrouds or cages need be purchased either. Every one of our de-icers can be used as a floating 
de-icer out of the box or in seconds converts to a submersible de-icer with the click of a button!  

In the past, all that was readily available were energy gulping 1000 watt to 1500 watt de-icers. Customers had no choice but to 
purchase these expensive-to-run de-icers, even when they didn’t need to. We’ve solved this problem by creating a whole line of 
de-icers along with a convenient zone chart for consumers to choose the correct de-icer every time! A free cord safety clip is also 
included with every de-icer. This ingenious clip secures the de-icer to the edge of the stock tank, bucket or container to help prevent 
chewing, cribbing or removal of the de-icer from the tank. When it comes to fresh water, K&H Farm Essentials™ is the choice that 
makes “cents”. MET listed. Two year limited warranty.

built-in
cage guard

built-in
cage guard

Stock Tank De-icers
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No more frozen toes! Most birds being covered in their own down blanket 
lose a lot of body heat through their feet. In extreme cold weather, the K&H 
Thermo-Chicken Perch™ can be invaluable. The gentle warmth provided by 
the perch aids in the retention of body heat. The perch warms the entire body 
utilizing the bird’s own circulation system. Dual internal thermostats regulate 
the perch to the perfect temperature, day and night. Warm perch = happy 
birds! Cord length is 5-1/2 feet and perch is available in two sizes. MET 
listed. One year limited warranty.

K&H Thermo-Chicken Perch™

PATENT PENDING

Item # Color Dimensions Wattage Voltage Case Pack
2110 black 26” length 40 w. 120 v. 6
2111 black 36” length 55 w. 120 v. 6
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Item # Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2160 9” x 12” 25 w. 6

The Thermo-Peep™ Heated Pad is the ideal additional heat source for your 
peeps! It is designed to fit most nesting boxes to help prevent frozen eggs. 
The 9” x 12” size is perfect for the urban farmer in many settings. Use in the 
first stages of life for mandatory heat requirements and later when old man 
winter pays a visit! The internal thermostat is pre-set to the perfect temperature. 
Ensuring your chicks do not “get chilled” will help prevent “pasting” and support 
a healthy start. Only 25 watts makes the Thermo-Peep™ Heated Pad the most 
energy efficient heat source on the market for your peeps. We even capped 
the cord entrance and the first 18” of the power cord with steel for the ultimate 
safety and well-being of your birds. Holes in the four corners allow for screws 
to anchor the pad on wood surfaces or to be wired in place with traditional 
chicken coops. For use in an enclosure. MET listed. One year limited warranty.  

Thermo-Peep™ Heated Pad

The Thermo-Chicken™ Heated Pad is perfect for chicks and chickens. The 12.5” 
x 18.5” size is perfect for most chicks and chickens. Use in the first stages of 
life for mandatory heat requirements and later when old man winter pays a 
visit! The internal thermostat is pre-set to the perfect temperature. Ensuring your 
chicks do not “get chilled” will help prevent “pasting” and support a healthy 
start. Only 40 watts makes the Thermo-Chicken™ Heated Pad very energy 
efficient. It can be placed on the floor or mounted to a wall. For use in an 
enclosure. MET listed. One year limited warranty. 

Thermo-Chicken™ Heated Pad

Item # Dimensions Wattage Case Pack
2170 12.5” x 18.5” 40 w. 6

Item # Color Wattage Case Pack
8400 red 250 w. 6

Ultimate Bucket Heater
with cord safety clip. MET listed.

Item # Color Wattage Case Pack
8425 red 250 w. 6
8450 red 500 w. 6
8475 red 750 w. 6
8410 red 1000 w. 6
8415 red 1500 w. 6

Ultimate Stock Tank De-icer with removable 
floater ring and cord safety clip. MET listed.

video available
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 Removable
floater ring
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K&H Pet Products, 
Central Garden & Pet  
phone: (719) 591.6950  
fax: (719) 591.6979  
email: sales@khmfg.com  
website: www.khmfg.com

At K&H we know how much you care about your pets.  
That’s why at K&H we design innovative, quality products 
to make their lives better.

Only the finest materials are used to make K&H products durable and 
long-lasting. We have one of the lowest return ratios in the pet industry.

Every K&H bed or mat provides warmth to relax muscles for active pets 
and to sooth joints and muscles for aging and arthritic pets. Our traditional 
beds feature choices of memory foam, orthopedic foam and self-heated 
polyfilled beds to help your pet enjoy their K&H bed.

Thousands of veterinarians and pet experts use, recommend and 
promote the year-round use of not only our traditional bed line 
but our innovative heated pet bed line as well. They find our 
products reliable, affordable and beneficial to pets.

With our industry-changing technologies, many of our products 
cost less to run than the average night light. Low wattage = low 
operating costs. That’s important in today’s world of high 
energy costs. K&H proudly uses foam made from bio-based 
materials and polyfil made from recycled bottles.

K&H has the most extensive line of heated pet products in 
the industry. Our product line is totally unique, with products 
unlike anything offered by other manufacturers. 
Our traditional beds offer the total pet 
comfort solution.

QUALITY

THERAPEUTIC BENEFITS

VET & PET EXPERT RECOMMENDED

GREEN & ENERGY EFFICIENT

PRODUCT DEPTH & INNOVATION

SAFETY
K&H Pet Products works closely with MET Laboratories 
to assure safe products for pets and homes.


